
MODERN AND AUTHOR'S
INTERIOR DESIGN WITH TURNKEY
CREATION

FROM IDEA TO PROJECT, FROM PROJECT TO REALITY

The team studio Segreto has 20 years of 
experience in the construction and interior 
design  of individual projects. We support you in 
your project from the design phase to complete 
implementation.
Our portfolio includes dozens of projects of 
country houses and apartments, clinic, studios
Studio segreto projects are unio of 
professionalism and artistic inspiration which 
come together for one goal: delight in the result



HEAD ARCHITECT

The head architect is Aleksandr 

"DESIGN IS THE ART OF COMBINATING
FUNCTIONALITY WITH AESTHETICS"

I carefully select for the character, lifestyle, worldview of 
each client. Professional experience in the field of interior 
design and renovation, an informal approach to the 
project as a result gives the result - a comfortable interior, 
a stylish functional space, where every design decision is 
justified aesthetically and functionally.



 The rich interior inspires with complex textures,
geometric shapes and exclusive solutions.

 A fireplace decorated with liquid marble and
a large amount of greenery have definitely

become integral parts of the interior. 







It is impossible to imagine a modern interior without a beautiful,
spacious and functional kitchen, equipped with the latest

technology, the design of which contributes to spending a lot of
time here with the family, preparing meals and having heart-to-

heart conversations.  The planning solution of the kitchen, the
design of the headset always require detailed professional

processing.



 The rich interior inspires with complex textures,
geometric shapes and exclusive solutions.

 A fireplace decorated with liquid marble and
a large amount of greenery have definitely

become integral parts of the interior. 









The main principle of our work is to always create
a beautiful, exclusive interior to the standards of
our customers. This credo creates a harmony of
aesthetics and functionality, emphasizing personal
interests.

VILLA CZECH REPUBLIC, PRAGUE

 620 M²





Individuality and versatility are one of the
components of our projects. After all, every smallest
detail creates a decisive and clear style, combined

with the highest quality of the selected materials.





At the forefront of this villa is simplicity and clarity,
which equals comfort and relaxation.  Neat finishes
in neutral colors create a backdrop where
comfortable furniture is harmoniously thought out.







A lot of our customers collect art objects.  At an early stage of the
design project concept, we make sure to determine how and where
the existing collections will be located and plan the location based
on their scale, relative to the house/apartment and the wishes of
the customers.  For exceptionally large collections, of course, we
recommend a separate room that will play the role of home
exhibition space.  And single elements of art, paintings and
sculptures can be a luxurious center of attention of any interior.





The apartments are designed by our studio
 in Marbella, Spain in calm, silky tones.
Large windows and a calm range of colors
fill the room with light and sunshine, which
creates an atmosphere of life and comfort.





We develop projects of heating,
ventilation and air conditioning and
drawing scheme



We develop the arrangement of
furniture according to the rules

of ergonomics



We develop an electrical project
according to European standards



Preparing of technical list
Measurements of the building
Layout agreement
Final furniture layout
3D visualiasation 
Technical drawings
Furniture and light specification

Our services

WWW.STUDIOSEGRETO.COM

Email: studiosegreto.com@gmail.com 

Italy tel: +39 345 513 25 68 
Ukraine tel: +38 096 733 53 57

Studio Segreto @studio.segreto

https://instagram.com/studio.segreto?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100086178080015
https://studiosegreto.com/en/



